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The subversive beauty of Anila
Quayuum Agha
By Scott Shoger

@scottshoger
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SHARED

"I won the ArtPrize the same week that Malala won the Nobel Prize," Anila Quayyum
Agha says with a mix of pride and restraint, sitting across from this reporter at the
kitchen table at her near-Eastside home. The walls are lined with work by her students
— Agha is an associate professor of drawing at Herron; she earned tenure last year —
alongside brushed metal wall pieces by Steve Prachyl, her engineer and fiancé, who's
puttering around upstairs while consuming epic amounts of biscotti. One of the
patterned cubes from her Intersections series hangs from the ceiling; she says she turns
it on at night, that the shadow patterns the piece projects on the wall are soothing.
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"But I think she deserves it more than I do," she continues. "What a brave young
woman." Agha, born in 1965 in Lahore, Pakistan, refers, of course, to Malala Yousafzai,
the 17-year-old Pakistani activist who survived an attempted assassination by the
Taliban to become the youngest winner of the Nobel Peace Prize. And if we'll allow
Agha her moment of humility, the fact is that she won an unprecedented prize last
year as well, becoming, on Oct. 10, 2014, the first person to win both the public and
juried grand prize at the Grand Rapids, Michigan-based art competition ArtPrize. She
received $200,000 for winning the public prize outright, and another $100,000 for
splitting the juried prize with another artist.

Agha won those awards for Intersections, which consists, in part, of a wooden cube (6.5
feet on each side) inscribed with a laser-cut pattern inspired by those found in the
Alhambra, a palace and fortress in Granada, Spain, built while the region was ruled by
a Moorish dynasty. "At last, lightbox art which actually looks beautiful," said a
commenter to the site designboom.com of the piece — and indeed, when a single light
bulb inside the cube is flicked on, the piece projects a complex lattice of floral and
geometric patterns on whatever surfaces happen to be in the area. The piece brings to
mind the Kaaba at Mecca, though Agha hopes that such a comparison won't shut down
the interpretive faculties of either believers in or opponents of Islam.
click to enlarge

Anila Agha in her living room, with a cube constructed
along the same principles of her award-winning
'Intersections.'
Michelle Craig

If Agha were to star in an action film based on her life's story, we might call it Escape
from Patriarchy. And it's in that fight against the status quo in the subcontinent —
where sexism runs rampant and the social order is violently enforced — that she feels a
kinship with Malala. She grew up with something of a double consciousness, working
as a fashion model to put herself through art school, witnessing active feminists at
school from a distance, not yet ready to join in the fray of marches and protest. She
moved to the U.S. with her family in November 1999 after her son and then-husband
were abducted (then quickly released) by armed highwaymen. (They had been
planning to relocate for some time — her husband was a U.S. national — but that
violent encounter hastened the move.)
Agha earned an MFA in Fiber Arts at the University of North Texas, where she decided
to double down on making beautiful work when she was told, essentially, to go in a
more subversive, uglier direction. She realized she could subvert the established order
not by making aggressive work, but by reclaiming techniques traditionally ascribed to
women. "In a sense, I'm trying to elevate this whole domesticated element of the
thread and the needle, which has usually been used to denote women, putting craft
into dialogue with fine art," Agha told NUVO in 2012, when her installation My
Forked Tongue, which consists of letters from the English, Urdu and Hindi alphabets
strung on metallic threads and suspended from the ceiling, was on display at an
installation art pavilion temporarily constructed in Old City Hall.
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Agha says some of the dreams that she moved to Indianapolis with in 2008 are
"starting to come true." A quick Google search for Intersections will yield coverages
from blogs and newspapers from around the world, including major industry
publications. "Like Mecca's sacred pilgrimage site, Agha's piece drew pilgrims:
thousands flocked to the Grand Rapids Art Museum to contemplate the filigree
shadows cast by her shadowbox. The mood among the swarming crowds approached
spiritual exuberance," Art in America's Jason Foumberg wrote.
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Next for Agha are shows at Art Dubai and Dallas Contemporary, each featuring a
version of the Intersections cube not from wood but steel, which will hold up better
over the years. She's exploring offers to show in Korea and Spain.
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The Making of 'Intersections'
A behind-the-scenes look at the fabrication of 'Intersections,' from the drawing board
to installation at the Grand Rapids Art Museum in 2014 (with a stop in between in
Anila Agha's backyard).
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NUVO: How has life changed after your ArtPrize victory?

PRICES VARY.

Anila Agha: There's a lot of voyeuristic interest in what I'm going to do with the
money. I understand that human nature is such that when you suddenly have a
windfall, people are interested. To tell you truthfully, I'm going to put all [the prize
money] into my practice. I'm in the process of making two or three pieces that are
going to take a lot of money to build. And then I want to sustain my practice in the
future, because what if something like this never happens again.
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NUVO: Let's talk about Intersections from the beginning. Had you wanted to
visit the Alhambra for some time?
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Agha: I was born in Pakistan, where the history of how the Moors conquered the
southern part of Spain is considered to be very important. It was considered a very
enlightening time period for the Muslim world. It was a time of intellectual
development, as well as development of the built environment. It was a time that
every Muslim child is aware of. Growing up I read a lot of books about Moorish Spain.
My father had a very nice library, so I would sneak his books to read them.
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When there was an opportunity for me to visit Spain, I decided to avail myself of it
and actually visit the Alhambra. To me, it's always important to see architecture, to see
how it makes me feel. Every time I go to a place with a sense of history, it means a
great deal to me. What were the people who came before me thinking? And when I got
to the Alhambra, I realized how amazing that space is. Thousands of craftspeople must
have worked on it to build this beautiful enlightened space. And it's not a mosque. It's
a place that people lived in, a palace. That fascinated me also, this idea of living in this
amazing beauty.
If you travel to the Middle East, you'll notice that mosques are really beautiful; they
spend so much time making them elaborate places of worship. But when I was growing
up, I wasn't allowed inside a mosque as a female. When I was there, I talked to many
people — tourists from Britain, America, Asia — and every time you talked to them,
they were looking up around them; not looking at your face but at the beauty around
them. And that was the moment that I realized I wanted to build a place like that.
Something that would create a sense of a sacred space — a subliminal space where
you're forced to cry and laugh at the same time.
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A marriage proposal in the shadows of 'Intersections.'
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NUVO: You didn't have access to that beauty growing up because it was behind
the walls of a mosque. So this is your way of making that beauty accessible to all?
Maybe that's a corny way to describe it.
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Agha: If you think about it, often when there's high contrast, that's when you create
the most interesting object, be it in science or in art. Think about the negative and the
positive. I had this negative experience when I was growing up, so I make it into a
positive experience, so that people can share in it. It's also taking the private and
making it public. You're now sharing that moment of enlightenment that you may
feel alone, in a space like that — now you're sharing it with all these people of different
ethnicities and colors and nationalities. Nobody is excluded from that space. I think
that's a pretty awesome idea. Unfortunately, the world is built on exclusion.
NUVO: There's a suspicion that if you're trying to create the conditions for a
sublime experience, it must be toward religious ends.
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Agha: If you look at James Turrell's work — we have a piece at the IMA — that gives
you that same amazing feeling. You're observing nature in its extreme beauty. It
makes sense to me to look at work that brings a tear to my eye.
NUVO: What else are we in it for?
Agha: I think that's on a higher plane than the religious. When there's that moment of
clarity.
NUVO: And that's how the piece gestures back to the Alhambra, which wasn't a
religious space, but did reach toward the sublime.
Agha: That makes it even better, right?
click to enlarge

Art patrons of all ages flocked to see Intersections at
Grand Rapids Art Museum.
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NUVO: We may know all about how Islamic mathematicians developed calculus,
how they preserved Greek manuscripts for posterity. But can you talk about the
ways in which those living in Granada, in the Alhambra, were making advances in
terms of the built environment?
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Agha: They brought what they knew from the desert and other parts of central Asia.
During the summer, the air passes through the Alhambra really beautifully; through
the arches, the corridors. In Islamic architecture, it's about bringing the outside, inside.
Everything is floral, geometrical. There was this exchange of ideas in the Alhambra.
Artisans were used from every part of Asia and Europe. It wasn't as if only Muslim
artisans were allowed to work. Jewish artisans and Christian artisans worked on the
palace too. It was an amazing amalgamation of talent.

FIND A NUVO COVER GALLERY ARCHIVES

The intricacy of design, the mathematical precision, the way the arches are formed —
there may be mistakes in there; I'm not a mathematician — but visually, they seem
straight, they seem perfect. Imagine how hard they worked to create this environment
that had this perfection in it.
NUVO: And at this point, to make a similarly complex piece, you have to rely on
modern technology, on laser cutting techniques.
Agha: Imagine if I had to cut it by hand.
NUVO: Can we talk about the construction process for Intersections?
Agha: It was all about finding the right person! [She gestures toward Steve, who's
puttering around the kitchen.]
NUVO: And I'll bet you could get him pretty cheap!
Agha: Oh, no; it was in-house, but it was not cheap. I needed somebody who could take
my vision and translate that into an actuality.

[Steve agrees to sit at the kitchen table for a few minutes to talk about the fabrication
of Intersections, more biscotti in hand.]
ArtPrize 2014 winner Anila Quayyum Agha calls her installati…

NUVO: What were some of the problems you had to solve as you went along?
Agha: It was supposed to be in three or four layers, but the more we talked about it,
the more it became obvious that, first, the funding was not enough to cover the entire
thing, and, second, it would have been extremely complicated to have a structure that
was interlocking and could still be deconstructed into parts. How was I going to install
it? He's very detail-oriented and I'm very idea-driven, so when I talked to him, he
would translate it into questions. Sometimes I would get irritated, because it was all
about the technical side. So I said, 'We don't have the money; we don't have the space;
okay, let's make a cube then." We locked onto that idea.
My biggest concern at that point was, even though the cube represents the Kaaba, I
didn't want it to be just that; I wanted it to be something more than that. I didn't want
it to be just a religious entity.
NUVO: Why do you think so many people have connected with Intersections?
Steve Prachyl: It's kind of like my theory of why religion works. It works for different
people for different reasons. The spiritual would come and see this piece, in this
environment, and be in awe of it. The people who are more technically inclined would
come in and study the physics of it. The people who are craft inclined have the craft to
look at. Others might appreciated sheer joy of being in that room with that bright light
and those cast shadows. Kids found animated behavior they could do in the shadows.
In a group of four people, each person would probably be entertained on some level.
And it just kept building up and generated buzz. And it didn't have any challenging
information to deal with. The people who were cautious didn't have much to be
cautious about. If you had a religious phobia, it just didn't have a message enough to
you grief. We had some teenage boys who came in, and one of these boys to his friend
said, 'This is tight!' That's when it occurred to me that it's hitting at a lot of levels, and I
started categorizing the different types of people seeing it.
Agha: In the last eight years, we've had a lot of wars and a lot of problems. Maybe
that's why something so beautiful became a symbol of hope. But I don't know what hit
it off.
NUVO: Why have you transitioned from wood to metal in the latest installments
of the Intersections series?
Agha: The grant that I received from IU was called New Frontiers. It was about looking
at your art practice and taking it in a new direction. At that point in time, I was also
thinking about how my mom used to spend a lot of money on intricately made
furniture: a dining table, chairs. And that got me thinking about that which is solid,
the presence of that furniture. The reason why we moved to steel or metal is because
you want to make it archival.
click to enlarge

Crossing Boundaries, constructed from mirrored
stainless steel from a laser-cut design similar to the
wood-based Intersections, seen in a gallery in the
United Arab Emirates in late 2014.
NUVO: Do you work from traditional designs or are you drawing things
freehand?
Agha: Freehand. I love to draw.
NUVO: And that's what you teach.
Agha: In my opinion, drawing is very important. Drawing has improved its standing
worldwide. It used to be a discipline unto itself, and then it lost its freshness for a
number of decades, and now it's come back. It was considered that it supported other
disciplines — drawing supported painting or sculpture. I don't think it's like that
anymore. Drawing can be immediate, deliberate, impulsive. It's also connected
multiple disciplines together. I'm making drawings, but they're an installation. The
shadows are, essentially, drawings on the wall. And you can do drawing with anything
— any material, any object.
NUVO: Do you still have family in Pakistan?
Agha: I was there this past December for five or six days.
NUVO: Is everyone safe?
Agha: Well, nobody is safe in Pakistan right now. The politics there are so convoluted.
NUVO: You would never live there again?
Agha: No, I don't think so. You never know, but it wouldn't be my first choice. When I
visit, I get very annoyed with the way people treat women there. It really bothers me
how you can't speak my mind; how there are all these constructs around what you can
say; how you have to be submissive. I left that behind long ago.
NUVO: You must have been somewhat conflicted when you lived there, because
on the one hand, you went to art school, you created your own work and there
were ways in which you could speak your mind, but on the other, there were a lot
of ways in which you couldn't assert yourself.
Agha: It really interests me to think about what made me different, what makes
certain women different, who behave in a totally nonconformist manner to the way
that they were raised. For example, Malala. And I think it's all education-based. You
can say, 'I don't want to be this person who's bearing children, living in this house;
where that's my world. I want something bigger. I want to have dreams.' I think about
some of the other women that I knew when I was growing up; maybe that's what
drove me.
NUVO: Examples within your family or ...
Agha: In some form or fashion, but mostly in the art school I went to. There was
Salima Hashmi, who's now the dean of Beaconhouse University, an amazing woman.
There were other women who were really feminist and going on protest marches. I
never went with them, because I was 16 and so unaware of what my place was, what I
was doing. But when I think back on it, knowing about them, listening to them talk
about what it meant to be a woman, having a choice, those things inspired me.
NUVO: When did you start to really buy into what they were talking about? I
don't know if fashion modeling and feminism could be compatible at the time.
Agha: I'll tell you, they were compatible, because they allowed me independence. I was
able to go to art school — I hated the modeling, actually; it was one of the things that
made the most uncomfortable — but it allowed me to have a paycheck. We were really
poor, so being able to pay for school was really hard — and to live, take care of food and
rent. So modeling gave me a way out. I went there protesting all the way, but I did it. I
would have been happier behind the camera, actually.
click to enlarge

Agha buys at least one work from her students every
year. Some of them are seen here on the walls of her
living room, alongside a brushed metal piece by her
fiance (and go-to fabricator), Steve Prachyl.
Michelle Craig

NUVO: You have your grad degree in textiles and fiber arts.
Agha: After grad school, I haven't done textiles. I did a couple of years worth of textile
work. I do patterning that's considered textile-oriented, but I use different materials,
like paper or wood.
NUVO: Appropriation, again, toward your own ends.
Agha: And it's also taking something very womanly, feminine. Women stitch, women
make clothes, women do interior design. I wanted to take those arts that are
considered feminine — not feminist — and turn them into feminist arts.
NUVO: And that's subversive — is that a word you would use?
Agha: Definitely. It's about reassigning them to a different category, saying that it
doesn't have to be something that you're ashamed of. And now men use embroidery
too.
NUVO: That's changed since you started reclaiming "women's work"?
Agha: When I was at the University of North Texas, it was a very good school because
it was extremely critical. Our time together in graduate classes was very, very intense.
It made it extremely competitive. But what was interesting is that often the male
students would stick to things like painting and big sculptures.
NUVO: Lots of little Richard Serras running around ...
Agha: And the women would work on a smaller level. But you have to think about
how our physiological nature is different. I may not be able to lift a Richard Serra; why
would I want to make one. But I can do something like that where it may be heavy,
but looks light. I'm fascinated by that: what is and is not. Again, it's that subversion.
The metal is really heavy — I can barely lift it myself — but it looks really delicate. The
guys in my school would never want to do something like that.
And if they demean you for making beautiful things, then you're just going to make
them even more beautiful. I used to be told in my grad critiques, often, that your stuff
is much too beautiful, it's too fine; make something that looks ugly.
NUVO: Why do you think they said that?
Agha: Back in the day, 2002 and 2003, beauty was considered a bad thing. Everybody
was trying to make ugly shit, just to try to be perverse, to be subversive. Now, I think,
the tide has changed. The Renaissance was all about beauty. In architecture, we try to
make beautiful things, though we also make ugly buildings that are mostly city-owned.
NUVO: And when you make something ugly intentionally, like in brutalism,
people tend not to take to those buildings as much.
Agha: Or deconstructivism. My nature and nurture, where I come from, I was
considered an ornament. As a woman, I was always an appendage to someone else. I
was there to bear children. I'm not saying that everybody feels that, but I rebelled
against that. My using craft-oriented or womanly arts in the work is taking it from its
natural, proscribed place and changing its position so that it becomes something
strong. I want to make sure that people realize that I'm not weak. I choose to do these
things. The most important thing to me is to have a choice.
NUVO: Were you able to build up that confidence when you were in Pakistan or
was it only when you came to the U.S.?
Agha: I think it was more when I came here. The struggle was intense here, but the
struggle when I was in Pakistan was even worse.

SLIDESHOW

Anila Quayyum Agha: Through the years
A very limited selection of Anila Quayyum Agha's work from 2009 to present,
including drawings and installations.
By NUVO Editors
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NUVO: You couldn't flourish there, even if you had some of these ideas.
Agha: I couldn't flourish. There was never enough money to feed ourselves, let alone
do other things. When I lived here, it was the same struggle but in a different way.
Often we think that the arts community doesn't get a lot of support. But getting
student loans to go to art school was a big help. I'm still paying them off, but if I hadn't
had those loans, I couldn't have gone to school. I wish there was more support, and I
love Obama's idea of giving free community college to students.
I'm more socialist in my attitude, and I believe in giving people a chance. I think
education is the key. I wouldn't be here if I hadn't run after education so desperately.
When my father passed away, my uncles told my mom to get us married off. I was 16.
NUVO: What did your father do?
Agha: He was an engineer, a very educated man. But when he passed away, there was
no life insurance, medical insurance. We were destitute.
NUVO: And you married in Pakistan?
Agha: It was semi-arranged. I didn't get to date there like I'm dating here. We met, we
fell in love, and that was all. It happened in the span of two or three months.
NUVO: He was American?
Agha: He was a naturalized American citizen. When we decided to move here, I was
actually ready to move on because I'd reached that glass ceiling. I was working at Levi
Strauss, and I didn't really like the cutthroat world of textiles. I was ready to go; I
wanted another challenge. I just didn't realize how difficult it was going to be once I
got here. Just knowing how to speak English is not going to help you. I thought I'd won
half the battle! People don't understand from the outside how difficult things are for
immigrants. That's what My Forked Tongue was about. I was really thinking about
how awful it would have been if I had not been allowed to come here. And I think
about all those children who grew up here but are not legal. It's my life again for these
young people.
NUVO: Something else led to your leaving when you did, right?
Agha: Nawaz Sharif was the prime minister, and he was very conservative, moneyoriented but conservative. And around that time, young people were losing jobs and
the textile industry was dying. There was a lot of political upheaval and often people
who seemed like they had a good life were kidnapped and then held to ransom. My son
and his dad were traveling to his village, and there's a perception that if you're
traveling in a fine car, you're wealthy. It was just a Toyota, but over there it was a big
deal. They were kidnapped and then the robbers insisted that my ex-husband — we
were then still married — put my son in the trunk, so that they would have him doing
their bidding. Our son was only two years old. He managed to talk himself out of it,
but it was the scariest scare. That made us move here.
NUVO: How did he get out of it?
Agha: He was a very smooth talker. He gave them all the money and then kept telling
them to look at me, not look at the child, because they treated children as currency. He
kind of made them drop him at the side of the road with my son. He said, 'Take the
car. Just leave. I'm not going to report you.' And they did. They found the car some
weeks later, totally stripped, on the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. It's a sign of the
times. Here, if something like that happens, you can go to the police. There, you can't
do anything.
NUVO: Will the situation in Pakistan change anytime soon?
Agha: I doubt that. I think you have to educate the male population first. The
illiteracy rate is so high over there. And then you give these personas to females like in
the Bollywood film industry. You make them these sexy vixens. Either you're a whore
or a Madonna. And the culture doesn't allow for males and females to exist together
where they can communicate and intellectually prosper by that competition that's
available to them. There is sexism here too. Women still don't make as much as men
do. But there is some level of parity where you're at least working in the same
university and not being treated like an absolute leper. If I were the new prime
minister, we will stop funding the wars and focus on education — and provide
everyone condoms!
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